We present a collection of algorithms to filter a stream of documents in such a way that the filtered documents will cover as well as possible the interest of a person, keeping in mind that, at any given time, the offered documents should not only be relevant, but should also be diversified, in the sense not only of avoiding nearly identical documents, but also of covering as well as possible all the interests of the person. We use a modification of the WEBSOM algorithm, with limited architectural adaptation, to create a user model (which we call the user context or simply the context) based on a network of units laid out in the word space and trained using a collection of documents representative of the context.
Introduction
The ready availability of data made possible by modern digital communication systems and the sheer amount of data that these system make accessible have created a curious inversion in the relation between people and the information they seek. For centuries, the basic information problem was to find enough of it. The press, the public library, the newspapers are devices designed to solve or alleviate this problem, reaching an uneasy and unstable balance between the amount of data we were exposed to and the useful information that we were capable of getting out of them. Digital storage and digital communication have thrown this balance awry: the problem that we (and, very likely, the future generations) face is no longer to get to the data, but to avoid being overwhelmed by them; no longer searching for the precious stuff, but keeping most of them out of our (digital) door.
For centuries, the relation between data, information, and knowledge was considered-and with good reasona direct one: one could get better knowledge from more information, and one could get more information by having access to more data. Techniques like statistics or data visualization [38] , which distilled, so to speak, information from data, do not impinge on this basic tenet: data are a scarce and valuable resource, and one should look at and analyze all the data that she can put her hands on. Consequently, for centuries, laying one's hand on enough relevant documents has been a central problem for whoever pursued an intellectual interest. Around the end of the X century Gerbert (later Pope Sylvester II) wrote I am working on the creation of my library. For a long time in Rome and in all Italy, in Germany and in Belgium I spent great amounts of money to pay copyists and buy books, helped by the solicitude and benevolence of my friends. Allow me then to pray you to render me the same service. According to what you say, I will send the copyist, the parchment, and the necessary money, and I will be grateful for your help [8] Casting this situation in the language of information retrieval, we could say that the emphasis of data acquisition was preponderantly on recall: in a situation of scarcity of data, the paramount preoccupation is to avoid missing any potentially useful document, and the risk of having to analyze some irrelevant ones is a small price to pay for this guarantee.
Things have changed. The amount of data available on the internet is such that not only is recall no longer a primary concern: it has become virtually unmeasurable, if not meaningless. Any set of retrieved documents small enough to provide useful information (viz., to be manageable by one person) will contain only an insignificant fraction of what is available on-line, and its recall will therefore be practically zero. Conversely, any set of documents with a significant recall will, due to the sheer amount of data available, be too large to provide any useful information. At the same time, despite the amount of data available, we don't seem to be better informed than we used to: drowning in a plethora of trivia, it is easy to overlook the things that we truly would have cared about.
So, the emphasis has shifted to trying to achieve high precision, that is, to retrieve only (or mainly: nobody's perfect) relevant documents.
Precision, however, is only part of the story due to another frustrating characteristic of ultra-large collections such as the internet: the presence of many documents that say pretty much the same thing. Much like in Borges's Babel Library, to which the internet is the best approximation so far, for any given document on the internet there are likely to be hundreds more that, without being quite the same, say more or less the same things.
Data are not information, and the relation between them is non-linear and highly contextual. A document may be highly informative if it is the first document one receives on a given topic, but its information content (which, unlike its data content, is subjective and relative to the reader) is virtually nil if we see it after seeing another document that contains more or less the same data. In other words: the information content of a document is not simply a function of its data content, but depends on the data content of the other documents that a person is examining. Observations such as these have caused a shift of emphasis, in Information Retrieval, from systems based purely on relevance to systems that take into account further dimensions such as novelty and diversity. The classical Robertsonian model of Information Retrieval [26, 27] assumed that the relevance of a document for a query is a function of the query and the contents of the document. Beginning around the turn of the century, this assumption has been criticized based on considerations similar to those we just made. A result set of highly relevant documents (in the Robertsonian set) that contains very similar document, each one relating more or less the same information, would not be very informative [5, 6] . Novelty and diversity are measures that attempt to avoid this kind of situation. A document is novel with respect to a set of documents, if it contains information not present in any other document of the set; a set of results is diverse if it covers all different aspects of a query.
In all these cases, novelty and diversity are measures relative to one result set. This is because in the typical model of Information Retrieval, each query is an independent interaction, so the current result set is the only possible context with respect to which the novelty of a document can be measured.
In this paper, we consider a different scenario: that of filtering [22] continuous streams of documents (more specifically, news items) so that incoming documents of potential interest are shown to the user, while documents of scarce interest are filtered out. The considerations that led researchers to develop the concepts of novelty and diversity are valid here as well: if an important event takes place, various sources will talk about it, often repeating more or less verbatim the same press release. Presenting over and over again similar documents on the same topic will soon result in data overflow and poor information. This common root notwithstanding, two characteristics of our scenario suggests that we should take a somewhat different approach to the diversification of results: i) In Information Retrieval, novelty and diversity are defined for finite result sets, but in our case we are in the presence of a continuous flow of results that change as new items arrive.
ii) A filtering system doesn't deal with a specific information need clearly defined by a query, the way an Information Retrieval system does. Consequently, when we consider novelty and diversity, we must refer these terms not to a result set but to the general interests of a person and, at the same time, we can't ignore the temporality of the results: a document is novel if it covers a topic of interest that hasn't recently been covered by other documents.
The solution of our filtering problem requires two elements: on the one hand, we must build a suitable model of a person's general interests; on the other hand, we must be able to use this model to extract, from the stream of documents, those that cover topics of interest for the person that haven't been covered for some time. The time component is essential here: a document may not be considered novel if the topic it covers has been covered recently by another documents. However, the user interest that has been satisfied by a previous document will arise again if the topic hasn't been covered for some time, so the same document may be considered novel if it is presented again some time later, when its topic hasn't been covered in the recent past.
We present and evaluate the algorithmic foundations of a news filtering system based on two components.
i) A dynamic model of a person interest. We use the documents with which a person interacts to train a selforganizing network that will act as a latent semantic manifold. Incoming documents are represented using a vector space representation, and their distance from the latent semantic manifold is used as a measure of relevance for the user interest.
ii) A mechanism for taking into account the novelty of items. Whenever an item is shown that is close to a region of the latent semantic manifold, the urgency, or interest of that region is reduced during a certain amount of time so that further documents too similar to the one already shown will have their relevance reduced.
We present our user model in Section 2, in which we also introduce the basic filtering algorithm, that is, the algorithm that selects documents of potential interest to the user without taking into account novelty and diversity.
Our new scenario-continuous flow of items and context represented by the user model-forces us to analyze afresh the concepts of novelty and diversity, an analysis that we carry out in Section 3. As a result, we maintain the notion of novelty, albeit in a somewhat different form that the usual one, but we replace diversity (a property of a result set) with coverage: a measure of how much do the results cover all the interests of a person. In Section 4, we extend the algorithm to take into account novelty and to increase coverage. In Section 5, we present our testing methodology and in Section 6 we present our results. Related work is discussed in Section 7, and some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
Before we conclude this introduction, we should like to make two observations. Firstly, our user model is based on the analysis of documents of interest to the user, but we are agnostic with respect to the origin and nature of these documents: files in the computer, emails, texts, queries to data bases, search history, etc. The selection of suitable sources is a system design issue that we do not consider here.
Secondly, we filter by analyzing only the text of the news, that is we ignore the possible presence of meta-data in the stream. Meta-data are a valuable source of information, and they obviously play an important rôle in the creation of an information system. They are, however, often determined a priori, not relative to the interests of the user, and not discriminating enough, so that they often need to be supplemented with algorithms that work on the actual contents of the documents. Such algorithms form the subject of this paper.
The User Model
Our user model, which we introduce in this section, is an adaptation of our previous work [11] which in turn is based on self-organizing maps (SOM, [16] ) and their application to information retrieval (WEBSOM, [15] ).
The base of our model is the standard vector space of information retrieval [28] , in which each axis represents a word (more precisely: a stem-see the following). A point in this space is a vector p = (p 1 , . . . , p W ) (where W is the number of words) and can be loosely considered to represent a concept, p i being the degree to which the word i is part of the concept p. For technical reasons, we shall work with normalized vectors ( i p Our context representation is a modification of the standard SOM algorithm as it is normally used in information retrieval. Before introducing our modified version, we consolidate the terminology by introducing briefly the standard algorithm.
The standard SOM algorithm
A Self-Organizing Map constituting a context, thus as it was used, for example, in [16] consists of a two dimensional grid of units 1 , arranged in a rectangular N × N grid, where each unit, u i,j , is a point in the word space:
The units are related to each other as points in the word space (using some distance d in this space) and as elements of the grid, using a distance induced by the topological relation between them. We assume a 4-neighborhood in our grid, so that the grid neighbors of unit u i,j are the four units
. The grid distance between units induced by this choice is the so-called chemical distance
The units also have, between themselves, a distance qua points in the word space. Because of normalization, the units are placed on the unit sphere of the word space, a topology that is well captured if we use, rather than the restriction of a distance defined in the whole space, the cosine similarity:
All weights are positive (viz. all units are in the first octant of the unit sphere), therefore s(u i,j , u
, and we can define the word space distance between two units as
The grid of units is placed in the word space following a learning procedure based on documents that the user has considered interesting in the past and which constitute our initial training set. Let D = {D 1 , . . . , D n } be such a set of documents. Each document is processed by stop-word removal and stemming using standard information retrieval techniques [28] . Using these techniques, document D i is modeled as a bag (multi-set) of stems D i = {|t i,1 , . . . , t i,ni } |. For each stem t we determine its document frequency, defined simply as the number of times that stem appears in the document (viz., in the bag) D i . We know from the information retrieval literature [28] that the stem frequency is a poor indicator of the relevance of a stem for the characterization of a document. Common words will appear many times in any document, and will consequently be of little help for discriminating between documents.
A good word for characterizing a document is a word that appears many times in the document but is relatively rare in the English language. We therefore consider a standard corpus of the English language [7] and determine for each word its inverse frequency: if the corpus contains C words, and the stem t appears C t times, then we define its raw frequency as
and its (logarithmic) inverse corpus frequency as
(the presence of the logarithm is standard in information retrieval and is based on empirical considerations). If the stem t j appears n ij times in document D i , and the document contains |D i | words, then the weight of the stem is given by
These weights depend on the word frequency of the whole document but, in order to obtain a finer representation, we break the document into sentences (a sentence is defined simply as a sequence of words terminated by a period, a comma, a colon or a semicolon) and represent each one as a separate point using the words that appear in it and the weights q ij , computed on the whole document D i . If the sentence is composed of the stems {w k1 , . . . , w ks }, then it is represented as the point of coordinates q = (0, . . . , 0, q k1 , 0, . . . , q k1 , . . . , 0, q ks , . . . , 0)
Note again that a point is a representation of a sentence, but the coordinates of the point are weights determined on the basis of the document of which the sentence is part. It is therefore possible for the same sentence that appears in different documents to have different representations. Finally, the coordinates of the sentence are normalized in order to place the point on the unit sphere. The final representation of the sentence is therefore the point
Document D i is represented as a bag of points in the word space, one for each sentence that appear in it
The collection D will be represented by the bag-union of its documents:
During learning, the elements of the training set S are presented one at a time (viz., one sentence presentation at a time). Each presentation of an element (and the consequent learning procedure, detailed below) is an event; a presentation of all the points in the set S is an epoch. Learning consists of a suitable number of epochs.
Upon presentation of a point p, the similarity with all units of the grid is computed. The best matching unit (BMU, indicated as u * ) is the unit u i,j with the maximum similarity.
The idea behind the self-organizing map is that the BMU u * will be moved by a certain amount towards the point p, and that the units in a suitable neighborhood of u * (where the neighborhood is intended in the grid topology) will be moved as well, by an extent decreasing as the grid distance from the BMU increases. Define the functions: ζ(t): learning factor at time t; the function ζ, with 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1 is monotonically non-increasing with t, and lim t→∞ ζ(t) = 0 thus guaranteeing the stability of the learning process. The decrease rateζ(t) < 0 must be small enough to guarantee a good quality of learning.
h(t, δ): the neighborhood function, which controls how much the units at distance δ from the winning unit will move. This function is such that:
h(t, 0) = 1 (for all t) (12) with these definitions, upon the presentation of a point p, each unit u i,j will be updated according to the rule:
In our test we used for ζ the function
where φ u is a confidence value for unit u, set to 1 in our test, and γ u (t) is the number of times unit u has been the BMU up to time t. For h(t, δ) we use a mexican hat function h(t, δ) = F 1/t (δ), with
Compared with the Gaussian neighboring function used in previous work [11] , this neighborhood function produces a bigger change in the units close to the BMU and will decrease till pushing away units that are not close enough to the BMU. This repulsive action at intermediate distances counters the tendency of the network to concentrate too much in the dense areas of the input space, resulting sometimes in a large number of nearly identical (and therefore not very informative) units. During the learning process, the radius of the neighborhood is decremented over time (by reducing σ) so that the units that are far away will be less influenced. When learning is done, the map is laid in the word space in a way that approximates the probability distribution of the input points (viz. the representation of the sentences) subject to the two constraints of twodimensionality and continuity. If the number of units is sufficiently large, the map exhibit certain optimality properties [29] . This map constitutes what we call the latent semantic manifold, akin to the semantic subspace of latent semantics [9] , but not constrained by the requirement of being a linear sub-space of the word space.
Information Filtering with the standard model
Once the network has been trained, it constitutes the context that we use for filtering. Whenever a document arrives, it is assigned a score using the following procedure: i) the document is processed using the standard techniques used for the documents in the training set, but without breaking it into sentences: weights are assigned using (7) then normalized. The result is a representation of the document as a single point in the word space;
ii) the similarity with all units is computed, and the BMU is determined as in (11); iii) the BMU determines the semantic area of the document (viz. the part of the context for which it is relevant), and the similarity
determines the absolute relevance of the document for the context.
As in the Robertsonian model, the most relevant items are selected for display.
Display of the Result
Documents arrive in a stream, so we have to consider the presence of a potentially infinite number of them, creating the issue of how to display potentially infinite results in a finite display. There are several methods that one can use to display at any given time a significant set of documents. The details and the nature of such methods depend on many variables, among which are the nature of the application or the layout of the display [30, 31] . A detailed study of such methods is beyond the scope of this paper but, for the sake of concreteness, we shall assume that the documents to be displayed are chosen as follows.
Assume that, at a given time t, the interface is showing the documents [d 1 , . . . , d q ], having relevances [s 1 , . . . , s q ]. Assume also that, regardless of the order in which the documents are actually shown in the interface, the list is ordered in decreasing score values. At this time, document d p arrives, and the algorithm gives it a score s p . Then: iii) the relevance of all document in the list is decreased by a factor β < 1:
Step iii) implements a "loss of relevance" of document that have been already displayed for some time, and avoids the undesirable situation in which very relevant documents stay forever in the list, preventing new documents from being displayed.
Novelty and Coverage
The concept of novelty has become important in information retrieval research as it may help to overcome some of the drawbacks of the standard Robertsonian model [27] , in which each document is evaluated independently for relevance to a query or a situation, and the most relevant documents are presented to the user. The Robertsonian model is based on a number of specific (and often unspoken) assumptions about relevance [37] , of which the one we are especially interested in is independence: the relevance of a document does not depend on the other documents of the result set. Starting towards the end of the 1990s, these assumptions have been questioned [6, 3] and different, non-Robertsonian models of information retrieval have been proposed.
In teh case of the independence assumption, this questioning has materialized in the the realization that the relevance of a document is relative to the presence of other documents in the result set: retrieving a document that, taken in isolation, would have been relevant, might not be so relevant if the data set already contains documents similar to it 2 . In a "good" list of documents, each document should be, to a certain degree, novel, in the sense that each should provide information that the other documents of the list do not provide. We are interested, let us say, in Marcel Proust. One of aspects of the subject is the writer's biography. If, however, the first document in the set is "the" ultimate biography of Marcel Proust, further bibliographies will not add much information to the set. For the second document in the set we will probably prefer something different, for instance, something on Proust's novels. If the second document is, say, a complete critical analysis of A la recherce du temps perdu, we might want, as a third document, something on Pastiches et mélanges, or some study on the reception of Proust's work, or even a reference to Alain de Botton's book How Proust can change your life. It is not enough that all documents of the list be about Proust: to attain a high novelty each one must be in some respect unique.
Suppose that we have executed a query in an Information Retrieval system and we have received as result the set of documents R = {d 1 , . . . , d n }. The novelty of document d i with respect to the set R is the extent to which d i contains information that the set R\{d i } does not. Novelty is therefore a property of a document with respect to other documents in a set; we can measure the overall novelty of a set by considering a suitable average of the novelty of its elements. Standard measures of novelty and of the related concept of diversity have been proposed and evaluated in information retrieval and recommendation systems [39] .
In this paper, we shall change somewhat this concept of novelty due to the specific circumstances in which we work. Two characteristics of the situation that we are studying require this change.
i) In the standard concept, novelty is defined within the confines of a specific query: a person is interested in something rather specific (the subject of a query) and documents should be novel within the narrow straitjacket imposed by the query: in the case of the Marcel Proust query, a document about the mating habits of the woodpecker would certainly be very novel but, alas, it would also be completely irrelevant. Our straitjacket is looser: we develop a model of a person's general interests (what we call the context of that person) and we filter information based on all these interests: any piece of information on a subject the person is interested in will be valuable, and novelty has to be defined within these new, wider, limits.
ii) Standard novelty is defined for a result set, which is a one-shot affair: somebody makes a query (or asks for a recommendation) and receives a result. We are, on the other hand, concerned with a stream of information coming continuously to us and coming to a person whose interests also evolve with time. The concept of novelty must take into account this time-dependence: a document that is not novel today might very well be novel tomorrow: if I am interested in world affairs and I just received a very good article on the result of the Presidential elections in Ecuador, new results about the same presidential elections might not be very novel today. But if in a week a new article on the presidential elections appears, that probably means that there is something new about the topic, and I might be very interested in the article. That is, a piece of data that now is not novel due to the previous reception of similar data might be novel if we allow enough time to pass.
The standard concept of novelty describes simply the relation between a document and a set of documents, since no other source is available to determine whether a document is novel or not. In our case, however, we do have additional information in the context model that we use to determine the person's interests (viz., the context), so it seems natural to define an external notion of novelty, no longer intrinsic to the result data themselves, but relative to the context. At the same time, we want our novelty model to be dynamic, so that a document that is not novel at a certain time, may become novel at a later time. A conceptual definition of novelty, from our point of view, could be the following A document is novel it it belongs to a semantic area of interest to a person for which no documents have been seen in the recent past.
We can make this concept more grounded by making reference to our user model. We have seen that each unit in the model represents a "semantic area" of interest to the user. We associate to each semantic area (viz., to each unit) a value, called urgency or interest: λ k (t) ∈ [0, 1] is the urgency of semantic area k at time t. We shall analyze the evolution of λ k (t) in the next section but, broadly speaking, we have λ k (t) ∼ 0 if we just received an item about semantic area k, we have λ k (t) ∼ 1 if semantic area k hasn't been covered by items in a long time. With these concepts in mind, we can give our qualitative definition of novelty of a data item:
An item is novel if it cover a semantic area with high urgency.
Note again that our definition is external to the result set: the novelty of an item at time t is not determined by reference to the other items in the result set that are being displayed at time t, but by the fact that the portion of the context which the item refers to is, at the time of arrival of the item, considered interesting.
We have defined (qualitatively, so far), the external novelty of an item. Extending it to a cumulative measure for a set of items is not straightforward, as the cumulative value will depend, in general, on the order in which the items arrive and the arrival times. To see why this is the case, consider a situation in which the same item is seen in input twice with no intervening items. In this case, the joint novelty will be basically that of the first occurrence since, after the arrival of the first item, the interest of the semantic area to which both belong will be virtually zero. However, if the second item arrives a long time after the first, the urgency of that semantic area will have recovered, so that both items will be considered to be novel.
So, in order to have a cumulative definition of novelty, we need to know not only what elements have we received but also their order and the times of their arrival:
A list of items [w 1 , . . . , w n ] arriving at times [t 1 , . . . , t n ] with no intervening items have high novelty if each one is close to a unit that, at the time of arrival, has high urgency.
This measure is very specific and ill-suited for considerations and experiments of a general nature. In order to get a more manageable measure, we define coverage, a measure that abstracts from order and arrival times, and simply counts the number os semantic areas that are activated: A set of items {w 1 , . . . , w n } has high coverage if each one of the item is close to a different semantic unit.
We shall make these measures specific, and give quantitative definitions in the next section.
Coverage-enforcing algorithm
Our goal in this section is to devise algorithms to increase coverage, that is, to favor, among the items that arrive in a given time span, those that cover parts of the user's semantic field that had not been covered in the recent past. We want to strike a balance in doing this: we don't want to display a marginally relevant document at the expense of a highly relevant one only because the former is weakly related to an area in the semantic field that hasn't been seen in a while. In order to strike this balance, we introduce, for each unit of the network, a time-varying parameter, which we have previously called the urgency or interest, λ ij ∈ [0, 1]. The value of λ ij defines how much, at time t, the user is interested in receiving items in the semantic area of unit u ij . Initially, the value of λ ij is set to 1 for all units. If at time t unit u ij is the BMU and the item that just arrived is displayed, then we assume that the user is no longer interested in the semantic area of u ij , and λ ij is reduced accordingly. Each time u ij is not the BMU or whenever, u ij being the BMU, the item is not displayed, we assume that the user "forgets" having seen an item in that semantic area, and that his interest in it increases until, after a certain time, it is restored to its initial value. The specific form of this variation doesn't seem to be important, so we choose the simplest: a fractional drop in interest when the unit is the BMU, followed by a linear recovery. Let Θ be the drop constant (viz., the factor by which λ ij is reduced when u ij is the BMU), and K the recovery constant (the time it takes for λ ij to get back to its original value). Then
is the BMU and the item is displayed
We call this solution the drastic interest update: the interest of the BMU is decreased, while that of all other units is increased or kept constant at 1. The algorithm that we use to create the context guarantees that nearby units on the grid are also relatively close in the word space, that is, that there is a certain degree of semantic overlap between them. Because of this, it is not unreasonable to assume that when the interest in the BMU drops, the interest in nearby units should also drop, albeit to a lesser degree. In order to implement this observation, we define an action radius ∆ ≥ 0 and a grading function
The interest factor is then updated for all units according to
Units whose distance from the BMU is less than ∆ will have their interest reduced by an amount that will be smaller the farther away the unit is from the BMU. Unit at a distance ∆ from the BMU will have their interest unchanged, while units at a distance greater than ∆ will have their interest increased or kept constant to 1. We call this solution the graded interest update. The values λ ij are used to modify the equation that determines the BMU, penalizing units with lower interest. Equation (11) is replaced by
We call the term λ
k the modulated relevance, distinguishing it from the absolute relevance defined in (16) . This equation penalizes units with lower interest so that if an item in the semantic area of unit u ij has been displayed recently, new items in the same semantic areas will have a lower modulated relevance, and will need a higher absolute relevance in order to be selected, making items in other semantic areas more likely to be displayed. and B-E, while unit A, placed in a zone of high density, has been removed. If necessary, the point marked F, mid-point of the line that joins two of the newly created units, will also be created.
Dynamic network topology
In the standard WEBSOM algorithm, the topology of the network is fixed: its shape (a regular rectangular grid) and the number of units are set a priori. The analysis of early tests convinced us that we needed a more flexible architecture. It is common for people to have certain dominating interests, and their context will contain many documents related to these interests. Consequently, when the network is deployed in the word space, some areas will show a high concentration of units. A schematic example, with a two-dimensional word space is shown in Figure 1 . In this case, the areas near the corners of the square are the most represented in the documents that formed the context and are, consequently, the areas with the greatest concentration of units [16] . This is what the network is supposed to do and, were it not for the issue of novelty, it would be the optimal configuration for the network to be in: it can be shown that, in the limit of a continuum of units, this is the optimal two-dimensional representation of the probability distribution from which the data are drawn [29] .
If we are interested in novelty, the situation of Figure 1 might not be optimal: novelty imposes a more thorough exploration of the semantic space, even at the cost of overemphasizing areas that are not so interesting but that haven't been seen in a while. This requires a compromise between faithful representation of the probability distribution of the training set and coverage of the whole semantic space: while we still want the more interesting areas to be more densely populated, we want to mitigate this effect somewhat, so that no area is too dense or too sparse. We have modified the algorithm to allow a limited dynamic configuration of the network, to make it more uniform than the raw algorithm would do. Consider again the network in Figure 1 . Here we have a sparse center and a very dense upper-right corner. The sparsity of the center can be identified from the fact that units C and D or C and B are very far away from each other in the word space, despite being neighbor in the network topology. The opposite happens around unit A. In order to mitigate this skew, our algorithm will create three new units in the midpoints of the segments C-D, C-B, and B-E (units E and D are close enough that no new unit is necessary). Note that in this way the network distance between the pairs (C, D), (C, D) and (B, E) has increased from one to two. Additionally, we create the unit F halfway between the new units. In the upper-right corner, on the other hand, we reduce the density by eliminating unit A. The resulting network topology is that of Figure 2 . This process is subject to a compromise: if we carried out creation and deletion of unit to its extreme point, we would obtain a network laid out uniformly in the word space, that is, te context would no longer reflect the probability distribution of the training test. This will give us maximum novelty, but will negatively impact the precision. Based on these considerations, we limit the number of new units that can be created: each group of four units in the original map will allow the creation of five new units, as in Figure 3 . At the same time, no unit can be eliminated if one of its original neighbors has already been eliminated. In order to implement this modification, we consider the following quantities:
The context diameter.
context diameter. context diameter. The context diameter is the maximum distance between two units in the context, where the distance is defined in terms of the similarity computed as in (3):
Note that, in the actual implementation, we estimate this distance by using a subset of the context documents, for the sake of efficiency.
The maximum activation distance maximum activation distance maximum activation distance is the maximum distance allowed between two nearby units before a new attribute of each unit determining whether the unit is active. unit is created between them:
where µ is a scaling constant. If two nearby units, say u i,j and u i+1,j (where "nearby" is to be interpreted in the 4-neighborhood topology), are, after a learning step, at a distance d > d + , and and both them are from the initial grid, then a new unit u i+1/2,j is created between the two, in the mid-point of the line joining the two units:
The minimum deactivation distance minimum deactivation distance minimum deactivation distance is the minimum distance at which two unit can be before one of them is removed:
where ν > µ is a scaling constant. If a unit has all neighbors within a distance d − , that unit is deactivated.
A B (a) (a) (a)
active units, the hollow squares initially inactive ones. The pictures represent the situation before learning is started. The interwoven network (a) has a lower ratio of active vs/inactive units, which entails a higher capacity for growth, while the checkerboard initialization (b) has an (approximately) equal number of active and inactive units. Which solution gives better results depend in part on the characteristics of the context: in general, the checkerboard tends to perform better, as the low active/inactive ratio of the intertwined network often leads to relatively uniform networks in the word space, with consequent loss of precision. The network distance function is modified accordingly, so that only active units are counted. For example, units A and B in (a), which are separated only by one inactive unit, have δ(A, B) = 1.
This limitation on the number of units that can be inserted allows us an easy implementation. We set up a map on a grid of higher resolution than actually needed and, at the beginning, leave some of the units deactivated.
If two neighboring units get too far away from each other (viz., at a distance greater than d + ) and there is a deactivated unit between them, we switch it to activated and set its weights as in (24) . If two units get too close to one another (viz., at a distance less than d = ), we mark one of them as inactive. The network distance function is modified accordingly so that only active units are counted. For example, units A and B in Figure 4 .a, which are separated only by one inactive unit, will have δ(A, B) = 1.
This solution allowed us to experiment with several initial configurations of the network. Two such configurations are shown in Figure 4 ; we refer to them as the interwoven (on the left) and the checkerboard (on the right) configurations. The interwoven network has a lower ratio of active vs/inactive units (there are approximately three inactive units for each active one), which entails a higher capacity for growth, while the checkerboard initialization has an (approximately) equal number of active and inactive units.
Algorithm summary
In the previous sections we have presented the basic WEBSOM algorithm and then we have defined a series of modifications. This has resulted in a somewhat piecemeal presentation. To make the description clearer, in this section we provide a brief summary of the final algorithms as they result from the modifications of the previous section, as well as the values of the parameters that we have used in the tests of the following section.
The training algorithm, shown in Figure 5 , works on the data of Table 1 . For training, each unit u has an attribute called active [u] which determines whether the unit is active or not. These attributes are initialized to form one of the topologies if Figure 4 represented as a point p in the word space using the techniques considered in the previous section. The algorithm that decides whether the document should be displayed in shown in Figure 6 , while Table 2 shows the quantities used by the algorithm.
Testing Method

Data set
The method presented here is evaluated on a data set derived from the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1-v1) [17] , a collection of 806, 791 news stories in NewsML format [13] created by Reuters journalists over a period of a year. For each document, category codes for topic, region and industry sector are identified and assigned as corresponding meta data.
The RCV1-v1 test collection contains a total of 126 topics, distributed in a hierarchy with, at the top level, four general areas: CCAT CCAT CCAT (Corporate/Industrial), ECAT ECAT ECAT (Economics), GCAT GCAT GCAT (Government/Social), and MCAT MCAT MCAT (Markets). Each general area is the root of a topic sub-tree of depth at most 2. Of the 126 topics that compose the hierarchy, 23 had no news assigned to them. These topics were removed from the hierarchy, and all the results presented here refer to the remaining 103 topics. The experiments were carried out using three different contexts, that is, three different maps trained on one of the sub-topics of the general areas MCAT MCAT MCAT, GCAT GCAT GCAT, and CCAT CCAT CCAT. The area ECAT ECAT ECAT was not used as it represents a very small portion of the collection and has a strong overlap with CCAT CCAT CCAT and MCAT MCAT MCAT, resulting in very noisy data, not suited for measuring performance. The data about the general areas and the data that were used to build the context are reported in Table 3 . For each area, we selected two sub-topics, and 5% of the news in each sub-topic was randomly selected to train the context. The choice of two sub-topics represents a compromise: on the one hand, drawing news from a variety of sub-topics creates a more general context, one that better represents the general characteristics of the area; on the other hand, using too many will not give us a good idea of the capacity of the method to detect news related to, but not too similar to, the news that are part of the context. The decision of using two sub-topics was validated during preliminary tests. The three general areas are not independent of each other: some articles belong to several topics in more than one area. Since we shall use the general areas to measure precision (an item will be a hit if it comes from the same area as the context), this overlap imposes a limit on the performance that we can hope to obtain. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices between the three general areas. stems that appear in more than one category (e.g. 57.6% of the word stems that appear in MCAT MCAT MCAT also appear in CCAT CCAT CCAT); Figure 7 .(b) shows the percentage of the news items that appear in more than one area (e.g. 4% of the items that are classified as belonging to MCAT MCAT MCAT are classified as belonging to CCAT CCAT CCAT as well). Note that while the overlapping in terms of items is relatively small, reaching 10% of an area only in one case (CCAT CCAT CCAT vs. MCAT MCAT MCAT), the overlapping in words is considerable, being almost always greater than 40%. This entails that, on the one hand, the judged similarity between these areas is quite small: most articles are judged by the Reuters journalist to belong to one and only one area but, on the other hand, the statistical properties of the language used are much more confusing: all these areas, especially CCAT CCAT CCAT and MCAT MCAT MCAT use a similar vocabulary so that classification based on word distribution only is extremely difficult. Table 4 : Codes used in the following for the various combinations of urgency factor and network architecture that we shall use in the tests. These symbols will be prefixed with the area used to train the context, so GCAT/SF GCAT/SF GCAT/SF refers to a standard (fixed) architecture without interest update (λ ≡ 1) trained on GCAT GCAT GCAT, MCAT/GAC MCAT/GAC MCAT/GAC refers to a checkerboard dynamic architecture with graded interest update (∆ = 2) trained on MCAT MCAT MCAT, and so on. The learning parameters used in the tests. With these values, the initial value of the training parameter ζ is about 0.9, and the distance from the BMU at which learning practically doesn't take place is 5.
Training
For each of the three general areas, a context was created using a similar procedure. The new items taken at random from two sub-topics are processed using the general method outlined in Section 2. As mentioned in the comments to (8) , the unit that we use to create points in the word space is the sentence: each sentence in the document is mapped to a point in the input space. This decision was the result of some preliminary tests that used bi-grams [20] , sentences and paragraphs as units. Each of these contexts (MCAT MCAT MCAT, CCAT CCAT CCAT, and GCAT GCAT GCAT) has been used in nine different tests with nine different network models resulting from three options for updating the interest factor (constant interest with λ ij ≡ 1, drastic, and graded with ∆ = 2) and the three options for the network architecture (fixed architecture, interwoven, and checkerboard). In the figures, The resulting possibilities will be indicated with the codes of Table 4 . In addition to these, we shall use the codes MCAT MCAT MCAT, CCAT CCAT CCAT, and GCAT GCAT GCAT to indicate the category that had been used to build the context. So the results relative to the network for the MCAT context, with fixed architecture and drastic interest reduction will be indicated as MCAT/DF MCAT/DF MCAT/DF, and so on.
The active network uses two parameters, the maximum activation distance d + , and the minimum deactivation distance d − , which depend on the context diameter d φ (see eq. (23-25)). The value d φ was measured for the three contexts that we were used, and the values d + and d − computed accordingly. The results are shown in Table 5a .
They correspond to selecting µ = 2 and ν = 10 in (24) and (25) . The other learning parameters are shown in Table 5b .
Measurements
We base all our measurement on a testing list consisting, at any time, of the 500 best scoring items. The size of the list is kept fixed (when a new item arrives which is to be inserted into the list, the last item of the list is eliminated). At the beginning of each run of the system there is a transient during which the list fills up; all the measurements that we report are averages obtained once the system reaches a steady state.
The basic non-novelty performance evaluation that we use is the precision, defined as the fraction of elements in a list that belong to the same topic as the one used for the creation of the context. We don't measure recall as the fixed size of the testing list, and its relatively small size with respect to the size of each category prevents the system from obtaining a significant recall.
A second element that we consider is the coverage. Coverage is a form of diversity measure: it measures how much of the context has been covered by a group of news. It is defined as
where NBMU(n) is the number of different units that have been selected as BMUs by the last n items that have arrived. We always compute this value with a number n smaller than the number of units in the map, so that cov = 1 is theoretically possible.
Results
All our tests are conducted using the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 collection [23] . Based on these data, we measure the precision achieved in the nine cases of Table 4 together with their coverage. The two are reported side-by-side because, in general, an increase in coverage comes at the expense in precision, as it has normally observed in the novelty literature. What we have to verify in order to assess the quality of a method is that the increase in coverage doesn't come at the expense of a large drop in precision. That is, we expect that the tests labeled --/D---/D---/D-and --/G---/G---/G-(those that use the interest factor) will have considerably higher coverage than the tests labeled --/S---/S---/S-and that they will have the same or just slightly lower precision. Figures 8 to 10 show the mean precision and the mean coverage score at a depth of up to 500 items in the result list for contexts with fixed architecture under the three modes of urgency updates. Figures 11 to 13 show the same measures as obtained when the context is implemented as an adaptive network, initialized using the checkerboard scheme on the left of Figure 4 . Finally, Figures 14 to 16 show the same measures as obtained when the context is implemented as an adaptive network and the adaptive network was initialized using the alternating lines scheme on the right of Figure 4 . The general trend that emerges from all the results is that the increase in coverage comes virtually at no expense in precision. All the graphs on the left of pattern: after a transition characterized by a significant instability, precision reaches a peak and then begins a slow descent. The origin of this behavior is, admittedly, not entirely clear. It is possible that the characteristics of the data set have something to do with the reduction in precision in large result lists. Such decline may be due to the fact that, as we move down the list, we are displaying items progressively farther away from the map, creating more opportunities for elements from other categories to be taken in.
The --/D---/D---/D-and --/G---/G---/G-treatments do have, as expected, quite an impact on coverage. All the --/DF --/DF --/DF and --/GF --/GF --/GF treatments show a steady increase in coverage, reaching, for the --/DF --/DF --/DF treatment, values close to one. The --/SF --/SF --/SF treatments, without the urgency factor, shows significantly lower coverage. This behavior is consistent for the three contexts, MCAT MCAT MCAT, GCAT GCAT GCAT, CCAT CCAT CCAT.
The adaptive treatments, --/-AC --/-AC --/-AC and --/-AA --/-AA --/-AA, show a coverage significantly lower than the fixed architecture (treatments --/-F --/-F --/-F). Our experiments did not allow us to give a definite explanation of this phenomenon, but some judicious conjecture is possible. The adaptive networks are dense in the areas from which most of the items of the training set are drawn. Given that the collection is quite homogeneous, this is also the area that most items of the test set will activate. Some of these units will have been deactivated by a low coverage but, at the same time, some of the units in the area will have recovered so we enter in a dynamic in which items belonging to this area will often find at least some active unit that they will be close to. That is, the areas with high density will be active most of the time, reducing the number of times in which less dense areas are activated and therefore reducing coverage.
From these results-partial as they may be-it appears that forms of adaptive architecture could be used to compromise between a high coverage and a high representation of topics of interest.
Related work
The techniques used in this paper represent a development with many roots in different areas of computing. The basic document representation is a variation from standard techniques in information retrieval, from stemming to the vector space representation [28] . We should note, however, that our technique can be applied to any representation of documents in a vector space. In particular, representations such as Word2Vec [18] are ideal candidates for our method.
The context representation is quite clearly related to WEBSOM [15] , which is itself an application of Kohonen's self-organizing map [14, 16] . Our interpretation of it as a latent semantic manifold, which we have developed elsewhere [35, 11] is based on an analogy with the well-known technique of latent semantic analysis [9] , which can be seen as a linear version of our non-linear map. The analogy is justified by the probabilistic interpretation of the map carried out, for the limit case in which the units form a continuum, in [29] .
The concepts of novelty and diversity entered the information retrieval literature towards the end of the 1990s. There is a general consensus that the ball started rolling in 1998, with a two-page position paper by Carbonell and Goldstein [3] .
Diversity and novelty are often treated together, but they address different concerns: diversity is offered as a solution for query ambiguity, due to the inherent ambiguity of language (a query like "Manhattan" may refer to a borough of New York, a movie, an indian tribe, or a drink), while novelty addresses query underspecification (if the query is, say, about the movie, there are several aspects of it that a person may be interested in) [6] .
Xu and Yin [44] operate a quadripartite division of possible systems along two axes. The first axis is presentation, and the systems are divided as having compansatory or step presentations. In a compensatory system, diversity and novelty are considered together in order to provide a composite relevance score. In a step system, relevance is considered first, as a gauge: only documents that score above a certain threshold are retained. Diversity is considered next, and is used to reorder the set of documents that has passed the first gauge. The second axis deals with interaction, and distinguishes between undirected and directed systems. Undirected systems are "one-shot": they receive a query and return a list of result, returning at each position a document that minimizes the redundancy with those already returned. Directed systems receive an input from the user, indicating in which area(s) she wants the search to continue. The paper presented here doesn't fit exactly in any of these categories, as the problem that we are solving is not within the parameters of Xu and Yin. In a general sense, however, it can be considered as a compensatory, directed system, in which direction comes from the user model.
A great variety of diversification methods have been developed for information retrieval and recommendation systems. Some of them are based on unstructured relevance, that is, they consider relevance as a single numerical score that measures the fitness of a document as a whole. Among these, [40] uses a model based on the financial theory of portfolio diversification developed in [19] , while [25] specializes in web pages. Several methods consider a document as expressing a number of topics, and diversity is sought by increasing teh number of relevant topics expressed in the result set; [1] is one of the best known examples of this class of systems, but work along similar lines can be found in [24, 36, 42] .
In recommendation systems, the focus shifts to more user-centered systems, in which diversity is obtained by presenting items that cover the various interests of the user. Topic models (also called, in this milieu, aspect models) are often used for user and item models [2] . The techniques used in this case vary from Latent Semantic Analysis [45] to Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) [4] , Facet-Model LDA [12] or matrix factorization [39] .
All these methods are based on a probabilistic interpretation of relevance: the relevance of a document, r ∈ [0, 1] is interpreted as the probability that a user will find the document relevant. It has been argued that in some cases a fuzzy interpretation might be more correct [10] , in which case r would be interpreted as the degree to which a document is considered relevant. Some algorithms for diversification based on this idea has been studied in [33] . In addition to text documents, diversification has been applied to image retrieval [32] .
Users have several criteria in mind when they talk about quality of results, among which the most prominent seem to be topicality, novelty, ease of understanding, reliability, and scope [43] , although topicality seems to be the most relevant criterion [21] . These findings form the foundations of the methodological division operated by the [44] , but if a document is off-topic, all other factors are irrelevant for judgment [41] . This property justifies the study of step systems, in which documents are ranked only if they are beyond a certain threshold of topicality. On the other hand, computing practitioners don't like arbitrary thresholds, especially when the sensitivity of the system with respect to their value is not easily evaluated, a circumstance that makes it sensible to evaluate compensatory system as more practical and robust solution. This practicality comes with a price: undirected system use less information about the user and the problems they involve are computationally harder.
Diversification is an inherently hard problem. Unlike the work presented in this paper, with its emphasis on "soft" computing, many diversification methods define objective functions that they try to maximize. Unfortunately, the resulting problem is virtually always NP-complete [34] and approximate solutions-often in the form of heavily sub-optimal greedy algorithms-have to be found.
Conclusions
We have presented a collection of algorithms for filtering incoming streams of documents to make them more relevant and interesting. We recognize that the success of a system of this kind requires an equilibrium between two contrasting needs. On the one hand, we want to give preference to the documents that the user will find the most interesting. On the other hand, we don't want a few topic to monopolize the offering, making the system of limited interest and usefulness.
We propose a reinterpretation of the standard concept of "novelty", a concept that has proved very useful for diversifying results in information retrieval and recommendation systems. In our conceptual schema, adapted to the presence of a user model and to data that arrive as a stream, a document is novel if it serves a user need (as represented by the user model) that hasn't been adequately served recently. A set of recently displayed items has good coverage if it represents a good fraction of the general user interests. Coverage replaces, in our conceptual framework, the traditional concept of diversity.
We model the user interests using a modification of WEBSOM. Our algorithm uses sentences as the fundamental unit of signification, a solution that gives us better results than traditional word count or of fixed length n-grams. We also introduced a limited form of dynamic adaptation to compensate in part the concentration of units around the topics of high interest that is typical of self-organizing maps. It has been shown that selforganizing maps lay their units in the input space in a way that approximates the probability distribution of the training set [29] . The dynamic adaptation can be seen as a smoothing of this approximation, and our tests have shown its effects on the dynamic behavior of the system, especially on the recovery of interest for the parts of the user model that have received interesting documents in the past.
In the standard definition of information retrieval, diversity is obtained at the expense of relevance and, therefore, of precision. Maximal theoretical precision in the Robertsonian model would be achieved by repeating the most relevant document as many times as it is necessary to fill the whole result list, and diversity can only be obtained by reducing this theoretical maximum. This is not the case in our conceptual framework. Our concept of precision is relative to the whole gamut of a person's interests, and our notion of coverage entails that such gamut of interests is well represented in the documents that the person sees. That is, unlike diversity, it is possible to achieve high coverage from within the set of relevant documents, viz. without reducing precision. Our measurements confirm that our method increases coverage without any statistically significant drop in precision.
